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the unique sound engine of sylenth1 is supported by a total of five oscillator types (two analogue vcos, a ring modulator and two triple oscillators). the user can easily change oscillator waveforms and the wavetables. as a matter of course, the oscillator can be modulated. there are various effects and filters available, including an extensive modulation
section and four dedicated filter sections with saturators and non-linear distortion. the onboard effects are a true advantage as they allow you to simulate a large number of different effects at the same time. sylenth1 can be used in realtime mode. its performance is excellent and all of its features can be controlled from within the interface. the

instrument can be used with your favourite host such as cubase, nuendo, reason, live or avid pro tools. and there are numerous third-party hosts, such as fl studio, cakewalk sonar, sony acid, sylenth.com and more. as a usb audio interface sylenth1 can be connected to a computer or a midi interface. up to 16 midi notes and up to 6 midi channels can
be assigned to the instrument. it can be operated with a large number of control surfaces, for example, midi, cv/gate, and usb. it's the most affordable virtual analog synthesizer available right now. sylenth1 is a digital instrument that offers the best of both worlds. it has the most important components of a hardware synth. it is a realistic virtual analog

synthesizer, with the warmth and depth of analog synthesis. sylenth1 is the most affordable virtual analog synth on the market, yet it has all the key elements of a hardware synth. it has a fully sampled sound engine based on a state-of-the-art algorithm, and it features a complete set of modulation and routing options to get the most out of your
sounds.
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like several other edm music synths, sylenth1 can be used as a multi-timbral synth. there are 64 preset slots available, which means that you can save 64 of your favorite patches, or if you want an instant live performance, 64 preset patches are at your fingertips. sylenth1 is an all encompassing synthesizer. it offers a full-size keyboard, a step
sequencer, a powerful synth engine, modulation matrix with almost unlimited control possibilities and a graphical interface. it can be used as a multi-timbral instrument and 64 preset slots are provided. some of the 128 presets are available on 16 layered multi-timbral instruments. the user interface is immediately responsive, and the range of pre-
sets, arpeggiator modes and envelope modes allows for stunning performances when an engaging and varied musical style is desired. more info: www.lennardigital.com from its musical heritage sylenth1 is a virtual analog synthesizer. that means that it offers true quality and performance; the emulation of dedicated analogue hardware oscs and
filters is just as good as the original hardware. in terms of sound quality, the emulation of all the onboard filter types is without peer! more importantly, a number of features that make your music sound great and are not available in many other virtual synthesizers - such as the ability to explore and add new oscillators and filters without a host

computer, or the inclusion of a powerful and flexible oscillator/vst/au/rtas (or host dependent) core, the scripting system, the diversity of patches available, the sound quality and velocity. all of these features make sylenth1 truly unique and makes it one of the best and most versatile virtual analog synths on the market. the original hardware synth
also included a step sequencer, which you can implement in sylenth1. 5ec8ef588b
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